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Abstract. We study the totality of the possible evolution “laws” of “colored spaces”, i.e. Euclidean 
spaces whose points have time-variable colors possibly representing microphenomena. Such spaces 
obey some physical principles meaningful in computer science: a limit on the speed of information 
transmission, microscopic reversibility and some further restrictions, which however make possible 
a mathematical analysis of the prob!em. 
We suppose that the set of the phenomena occurring inside a computer may be schematized 
as the evolution of a colt-cd space according to one of the laws first sketched. In such a case we 
further specify new axioms that set bounds to the compressibility of information (which is justified 
in computer science by the repeatability and reliability required for computation). This allows us 
to rigorously define insurmountable bounds for the time spent in computing functions and, 
therefore, a hierarchy (subdivision into classes of the set of functions computable in polynomial 
time) based on such limitations. 
Regarding these concepts, we show various results; in particular tie show, under very general 
assumptions, the inability for any real computer to compute Turing non-polynomial functions in 
polynomial time. 
The way in which “laws” specify the evolution of a colored space is similar to that of a cellular 
automaton. However, it is by no means certain that the two concepts are equivalent with respect 
to the time needed to compute functions. The continuity concept introduced allows us to solve 
(in a fairly intuitive fashion) an open problem about cellular automata: the characterization of 
the class of all reversible cellular automata. 
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0. Iotroducti 
According to the theory of computation, a Turing-computable function is con- 
sidered computable. This cefinition has a rather al- ,olute character: as a matter of 
fact, there are sound reasons, recognized by almost everybody, to think that if a 
function is computable on some machine it also is on a suitable Faring machine 
(Church’s thesis). 
The rigorous definition of a computable function in polynomial time also refers 
to a Turing machine. We can also consider this definition as having a degree of 
absoluteness. It is generally thought that if a non-Turing machine computes a 
function in polynomial time, so woaid a Turing machine; there are partial results 
in Cl]. In our work we present an argument hat supports this point of view. 
However, a certain amount of care is needed when defining computation. For 
example, it has been shown that every function computable in polynomial time by 
a non-deterministic Turing machine can be computed in polynomial time on a tree 
Turing machine or on a tree cellular automaton, taking as a unit the time necessary 
for a cell to change state, taking into account the actual state of the adjacent cells. 
Probably not every function computable by a non-deterministic Turin.g machine in 
polyncjmiai time is computable in polynomial time by an ordinary Turing -achine. 
Indeed a non-deterministic Turing machine is not a true machine (the computation 
splits continuously into independent computations), but the tree cellular automaton 
would stem to be. The comph:tation-time of the tree cellular automaton is measured 
by the number of the transitions. If we want a realistic time unit (i.e. a computation- 
time proportional to the real time measured by seconds, hours, years), it will be 
necessary to limit, independently of the depth of the tree, the effective distance 
between two adjacent cells. In fact such time unit must also include the time necessary 
for transmitting the information from a cell to an adjacent one. So this transmission 
time cannot be less than the ratio between the distance of two cells and the speed 
of light. 
Let us assume that the binary tree automaton is made up of spherical cells of 
1 mm radius, each one connected by very fine 1 m threads with the father and with 
the two sons. Then a tree having height n would be entirely contained inside a 
sphere having a raGus of n meters: this is impossible. In fact, the volumes of the 
sphere and of the cells are proportional to n3 and 2”, respectively. Thus we cannot 
presume that all the threads are equal in length. For example, a tree having a height 
of 250 m could not be contained in a sphere having a radius of 250 m, because to 
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contain the whole volume of the cells would require a sphere in Jvhich the entire 
galaxy could fit comfortably. Thus we must presume that the further we go from 
the tree root, the longer the threads become; but in such a case it is not realistic to 
take as a computation step (time unit), the transn+ir. Lime from one cell to an 
adjacent one, since it would not be a constant. 
However, if we want to define even smaller classes, for exampie MP, (classes of 
the functions computable taking at most a time proportional to the hth power of 
the input length), we could not reasonably refer to a Turing machine. If we did, 
the definition of MP, would be rigorous but would have no absoluteness. Let us 
consider the function %::hose value is 0, if the binary length of argument is an even 
integer and is the value of the central bit otherwise. it is provable that this function 
does not belong to MP,, berzuse no Turing machine can compute it in a time 
proportional to the input iength, but this impossibility has no meaning as soon as 
we refer to other types of machine. It is not difficult to build a machine which can 
compute that function in the required time: it could simply consist of a pair of 
Turing machines operating simultaneously from both ends of Lhe tape. Conversely, 
defining a function as belonging to MP,, if there exists “some” machine which 
computes it in the above indicated time, means that MP, would no longer be a 
mathematical concept. 
Now, then, how can we define the MPA class rigorously in a machine-independent 
way? How can we show that a function is not computable in a certain time by 
‘%ome” machine? The real problem is (the rest is a natural and logical consequence): 
what is “some” machine? It is at least an object (a piece of the universe) evolving 
in time according to physical laws. !f a function is computed, initially a part of the 
object should codify the argument; what remains (the actual computer) should be 
independent of the arg,.ment and eventually, after a certain period of time, its value 
must be codified somewhere. But what do we mean by evolution according to 
physical laws? 
Von Neumann [2] faced the hard task of illustrating the chemical-physical- 
biological processes of evolution, starting from ratker simple basic rules. At first he 
did not find a satisfying solution. Later on, following LJlam’s advice, he made both 
space and time completely discrete and thus the cellular automaton was born, or 
rather a universe of discrete cells; each cell evolves in discrete instants depending 
on the state of a finite number of the neighboring cells, according to a law that is 
uniform with respect o space and time. 
We have not followed the approach that would lead us to the statement “‘if a 
fuilction is computable in some way in a certain time it is computable in the same 
time by a cellular automaton”; this, in fact, could be made plausible, 
the following: “the universe is nothing but a big cellular automaton or at least it 
can be represented as such without losing its characteristics”; but this does not seem 
immediately self-evident, even though it may be true. As in the cehular automaton, 
we have assumed that the laws of evolution are uniform in EOXX 
last two factors not being iscrete, however. 
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We represent he evolution of a universe as continuous changes of color in a 
polychrome space. Let us represent he state of point P in the space at the instant 
p by a color; that is, we assume that the color completely describes the instantaneous 
micro-phenomenon characterizing the e ;.znt that takes place at P at that moment, 
so that if the space has the same color in two points at two moments, the two 
phenomena must be identical at least locally.’ To describe the state of the universe 
at moment t we have introduced “colored spaces” and to describe their evolution 
in time we have introduced “colored universes”; that is the colored space is 
represented by a function over n space variables X, , . . . , X,, having a color as value; 
the universe is represented by a function over n + 1 space-time variables again having 
a color as value. 
We have introduced some axioms putting some bounds on the possible colorings 
and evolutions of the spaces. We think that this choice does not restrict, in any 
essential way, the capability of our system to describe concrete and natura! 
phenomena. 
Concerning the colored spaces, we have made the following assumptions: 
(a) Load ouerlupping (cf. Definition 1): if two points of the space have the same 
color, there exist two r ;ighbors of the corresponding points which may be brought 
to overlap by translation (sic!) and must be similarly colored; we speak about 
“translation” and not “translation and rotation” as a consequence of the above 
mentioned dependence’; the physical state of a point cannot be abstracted entirely 
from the physical state of the immediately neighboring points: if one point is at the 
border of two bricks of different materials it must have a physical (color) state 
different either from that of a point inside the first brick or from that inside the 
second one; this amounts to defining that two points have the same color only if 
they are the centers of two equal spheres, possibly very sma!l spheres, but having 
exactly the same content (the same state); 
(b) The mcmerubility of colors (cf. Definition 15): how many possible states are 
there for a point of the space in a given moment? A numerable infinity or more? 
According to physics, we should say “more” (in fact the fields present at a poini 
can vary continuously: the speed of a material point subjected to an accelerating 
force moves from one value to another crossing the intermediate ones). However, 
we feel that from a concrete (physical, experimental) point of view this question 
may be considered as being either false or metaphysical (confirming or denying it 
only influences the language through which phenomena are described, but it says 
nothing directly about them). It is not clear, in fact, how an experiment able to 
settie the controversy could be planned (a more than numerable infinity of measures 
should be carried out with infnitely precise instruments); therefore the use of real 
numbers to describe local (intensive) magnitudes may be useful but not necessarily 
’ The color also depends on the spatial orientation of the described micro-phenomena: indeed it also 
codes the directions of the vectorial magnitudes concerning the point P (speeds, fields, surface curvatures). 
Two indistinguishable particles, moving at the same speed in different irlroctions cannot be represented 
by the same color. 
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compulsory to treat almost all physica; problems (the opposite point of view is just 
as legitimate and, for certain aims, could indeed be the most useful one); 
(c) T’#% t?b%~~tddit_v of monochrome parts (cf. Definition 15): considerations 
similar to the previous points are applicable here; the concept of measurability is 
so little constructive as to seem even less concrete (experimental) than that of 
numerable cardinality; moreover, it has been shown [3] that the statement “ah sets 
of R are measurable” though in contrast with the axiom of choice in its strongest 
form, is not in contrast with its weakest formulation: the axiom of dependent choice, 
which is the only one effectively used. 
From the axioms (a), (b), (c), a rather curious consequence (fuliy described in 
Theorem 18) follows: in a colored space, the colors are distributed in polyhedral 
monochromatic zones, separated from one another by plain polygons, line segments 
and points having their r)~~n characteristic colorings; it is the realm of flat surfaces, 
straight lines, sharp-edged corners, points, and segments, rigorously excluding 
curved surfaces and lines. 
Regarding the universe we have assumed the following: 
(a’) A houndfor the speed ofpropagation of the information (cf. Definition 4(c)) 
(a well-known law of physics): the evolution of the color (state) of a point of the 
universe between instant t and instant t + T only depends on the state at instant t 
of the point considered and on that of the neighboring points contained inside a 
sphere with a radius cr (c is the speed of light); that is, if two spheres of radius CT 
have the same color, the color of their centers evolves in a parallel way at least for 
time r; that is, a possible different coloring of the points outside the spheres takes 
at leasi time T to reach their centers at speed c; 
(b’) 77re constraint of reuersibilitv (cf. Definition 5): the actual moment, in as 
much as it determines ‘he future, also determines the past; laws in physics are 
reversible at microscopic level (it is the consequence of CPT symmetry [4]), while 
they are irreversible at macroscopic level (see thermodynamic laws). We can ask 
ourselves: if we give up considering irrreversible phenomena as being possible, have 
we not limited the descriptive capacity of our system? The answer is no: we have 
just taken into consideration the microscopic point of view. The real possibility 
does not depend on the adoption of one descriptive model as opposed to another 
one. From a macroscopic point of view, irreversible phenomena really can happen, 
but for every bit of lost information (every time two possible different pasts converge 
towards the same present) there is the creation of a quantity of heat which has a 
theoretical minimum (KT). One should therefq.-e consider the difficulties of dispers- 
ing this heat, and this woula make theoretically impossible, for example, those 
evo!utions in which irreversible phenomena occur in a continuous way and with a 
uniform and constant average frequency inside an ever-increasing three-dimensional 
environment [S, 7,6]; 
(c’) Local overlapping relative to pairs of non-concurrent events (w 
in a way similar to what has been said in (a)); that 
aces (the universe U at moments ?I and t29 (cf. 
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Finally (similarly to what has been said in (b; and (c) for the colored spaces and 
similarly justified) 
(d’ ) Numerability and 
(e’) &feusurabilifys both in n + 1 dimensions, that is in the whole universe and 
not only for its instantaneous U, section (cf. Definition 23). 
We call “law” a set of universes that are strongly similar. We call “strongly 
similar” two universes ubject to the same laws of evolution, differing possibly only 
for the initial conditions; that is, in addition to the instantaneous ections of the 
two being similar, what has been said in (a’) regarding the pzrailei evolution of 
two points with the same neighborhood also applies for pairs 3f points belonging 
to separate universes (cf. Def,nition 10). At this poim one might say, although it is 
still a matter of opinion, that even the world in which we live is a colored universe 
or at least can be represented as such. 
Since WC can shew that a universe colored to n-dimensions is a space colored in 
n + 1 -dimensions (cf. Proposition 24), Theorem 18 applies to this as well. Therefore, 
space -time is z!cn subdivided into coinred hyperpoiybedrons, segments and points 
and this means (attributing its intuiiivti meaning to time) uniform speeds and 
collisions (in a three-dimensional colored universe we have polyhedrons, seg- 
men&, p&at? ;tioving_ expanding, and contracting at uniform speeds and colliding); 
and this is a consequence of the aforementioned axioms. 
The variety of colored universes is still so wide and the laws of evolution so 
abundant, that we are not able to establish useful connections between the stated 
concepts and chemical, physical and biological phenomena. Our objectives, however, 
are more modest than those of von Neumann; we would merely like to represent 
the evolution of a processor during a computation. We can thus introduce three 
new axioms, in the spirit of Turing when be laid down that the possible internal 
states of his machine and the contents of a ceil were finite in number. 
This idea can be summed up by the fact that we cannot concentrate a quantity 
of information as large as we please (to be used completely in computation) inside 
a bounded space. The phenomenon “computation” cannot be decoupled by the 
unforeseen events of the external world: if we want it to be reliable (always obtain 
the same results from the same data), it cannot distinguish between states whose 
difierences become evanescent. We therefore assume the following: 
(a”) The colown are finite h number (cf. Definition 42): if it is not possible to 
concentrate too much information inside a bounded space, a fortiori we cannot 
concentrate it in a single point; 
(b”) ‘7ihe xistence of a limit to the number of colored parts (fragments) into which 
a unitary time-space cube can be divided (cf. Definition 30) (failing such a limit 
the cube would represent as complex a history as one would like; only schematically, 
for that matter, can any microphenomenon be considered a one-point and instan- 
taneous event); 
(0 The point fragments have rational coordinates at rational instants (cf. 
Definition 43(3)) (it suffices that this is applicable at one instant and that ail speeds 
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are rational (cf. Proposition 48)); if this were not so. P segment joiping two peinpj 
at distance d would contain the whole quantity of information that is already in 
the infinite digits of d. We do not even consider this a concrete limitation: what 
does it mean, from an experimental point of view, whether a point has rational 
coordinates? 
We have further assumed two other constraints of a different kind: 
(d”) At euery instant the space is homogeneous (white) except for a bounded part 
(cf. Definition 43(2)) (it would not be realistic to have to arrange the whole universe 
or an infinite part of it before proceeding to a computation); moreover, the Turing 
machine cells, apart from a finite number, all contain the same symbol; and finally 
(e”) 7%e universe is clear (cf. Definition 43( 1)): that is the non-white part in the 
space at every instant has measure zero; this constraint has no particular meaning 
but is introduced only for descriptive convenience; it is easy to verify (cf. Proposition 
53) that if a function is computable in a time f without such a constraint, it would 
equally be computable in a clear universe (a non-clear universe can always be 
“simulated” by a clear one). 
We have defined a colored universe observing these constraints as “algorithmic”. 
It is shown (cf. Propositions 55 and 57) that every “algorithmic law” can be defined 
with a finite amount of information (the table). 
A computation taking place in an algorithmic universe can be defined as fellows 
(cf. Definition 6i): at the initial (recognizable) instant, the universe contains the 
argument X, coded by binary digits (another radix could be used), of the function 
f to be computed; the remaining universe (the computer) is in a state independent 
from X; and in a subsequent (also recognizable) instant the universe contains the 
resuh j(X) (coded in the same way). 
We can adopt the inter-21 between the two instants a:; a measure of the complexity 
of the computation. In particular, the polynomial functions are subdivided into 
classes: (rigorously) MP, (cf. Definition 79) is defined as the class of all functions 
computable with an algorithmic law in a time proportional to the Ath power of the 
input length. 
From Proposition 64, Definitions 65-68 and Theorem 69 we can see a certain 
independence of those classes from such a rigorous definition: it, in fact, makes no 
difference if we assume that at the beginning of the computation there is only the 
initial datum or there are other data (independent of the initial datum, i.e the 
computer) or if we assume that once the computation is finished every fragment 
should be immobile. 
Anyway, it remains true that the computation of a function (unless it is invertible) 
creates, in addition to the result, some superfluous information (the equivalent of 
waste heat in thermodynamics). On the contrary, if the function is invertible a “tidy 
computation” (without superfluous information) is possible, but the computing time 
is the sum of the untidy computation times of both t 
(strengthening Bennett’s remark about the reversible 
Theorem 78). 
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We can show the expected result that the computable functions in our universes 
coincide with the class of recursive functions (cf. Theorem 75). We further prove 
that the class of functions computable with algorithmic laws in polynomial time 
coincides with the class of functions computable on a Turing machine in polynomial 
time. This result hei s to lend absoluteness to the definition of the classes of functions 
computable in polynomial time, because if we believe that the evolution of the 
computing proce of any computer can be represented by an algorithmic law, the 
theorem implies t impossibility (not easily provable in other ways) for any concrete 
computer to compute a non-polynomial Turing function in a polynomial time. 
Proposition 87 says that the constraint of reversibility ceases to have an effect if 
we assume that the computation takes place entirely within a stratum limited by 
two planes (by varying the argument of the function the space employed for the 
computation can increase indefinitely, always remaining, however, limited by those 
two planes). Actually, in thermodynamics, the inconveniences mentioned would 
not arise in this case: the heat may be dispersed across the surface which is more 
or less proportional to the volume of the area involved in the computation within 
which it is generated. This result generalizes another result at a discrete level [6]: 
every n-d!mensional automaton can be simulated by a reversible (n + I)-dimensional 
one. 
Let us now return to the problem of discretization. We do not know whether 
imposing it produces essential imitations for computation; we do not know whether 
c%-cry function computable by an algorithmic law, is computable in a time of the 
same order (proportional) by a cellular automaton; establishing it would be interest- 
ing: if it were so the reversible three-dimensional cellular automaton would be 0-e 
quickest computer in existence (about this argument here are some considerations 
in the concluding section). We later show that, by renouncing the discretization of 
time and space, we will create advantages of another type: for example, for the 
probiem of characterization of the classes of invertible automata, that is, of the 
automata which allow an inverse automaton. As far as we know, such a “discrete” 
problem has not been completely solved but it becomes intuitive and solvable if we 
no longer consider discrete space and time. 
Let us consider the case of a two-dimensional cellular automaton (three 
dimensions make no difference) in which the new state of the cell is defined according 
to the old state of the same cell and of that of the North, South, East and West cells. 
TO understand in which cases such a transition may be reversible we try to 
understand what happens in the intermediate instants during the passage from the 
old to the new state of the plane. If C’, the immediate future state of a cell, depends 
not only on its present state, but also on the states of the four adjacent 
North, South, East and West cells, it is necessary for them to send certain information 
to the central cell (which ir turn will do the same). Geometrically we can imagine 
colored points displayed on the knobs of a checkered plane (the old state of the 
planej: each of thes oints is subdivided into five colored points by explosion, the 
first one static and remaining four (messengers) traveling towards the nearby 
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knobs: these meet without interference with the messengers traveling in the opposite 
direction and at the end there are five points implosions recreating the colored 
points of the new plane and the cycle begins again. 
We can conceive of changing the direction of the tims axis oniy if we admit that 
both the explosion and the implosion are reversible; that is the two correspondences 
should be biunivocal: the one between the color of the exploding point and the 
quintuple of the colors of the generated points and the other between the quintuple 
of the colors of the imploding points and the color of the recreated point. 
This “continuous” phenomenon which can be represented with one of our laws 
(cf. Definitions 94-97 and Propositions 98,99), illustrates at integer instants (those 
between an implosion and the following explosion) the evolution of a cellular 
automaton (obviously reversible) which we call Mondrian automaton. 
We can demonstrate that for every reversible von Neumann automaton there is 
a Mondrian automaton which simulates it in a given number of steps (this way each 
transition of a von Neumann automaton corresponds to n transitions of a Mondrian 
automaton). 
Remark. We have actually stated almost all the propositions without demonstrating 
them: they are normally geometrical in character and are near enough to one another 
to allow the reader to reconstruct heir justification. An exception is Theorem 18, 
the content of which 1s not at all intuitive, but of which we have given a detailed 
proof in the Appendix because Jt is hardly interesting for the computer scientist. 
The last theorems of the paper Tack a complete proof for a different reason: an 
algorithmic law can be described with a finite table, but when such an algorithmic 
law describes a more complicated computation, the number of necessary colors 
(corresponding more or Lss to the states of the Turing machine represented across 
the quintuples) becomes sufficiently big to make it difficult to compile the table, 
which, however, would provide no evidence of the computation. Unfortunately we 
have devised no formalism which allows us TV compose and decompose the laws 
in a standard way. Therefore the way to transform a law into another for certain 
aims would be hardly communicable from a formal point of vie-w. VJe wil! give a 
hint of informal justification of these theorems (which allows the interested reader 
to reconstruct he missing information), by describing the laws performing computa- 
tions not by means of tables, but like “a history of essential events”. 
: set of integer numbers; 
: set of rational numbers; 
: set of real numbers; 
I’d: set of non-negative integer numbers; 
: set of complex numbers; 
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1. nition. For n E N, FE n+A), we cd 
(n = DS = dimension of S) a locally superposabie space iF 
VX!, X26 A”: 
=33E>CkV 
Let f c Cc be a complex function, holomorphic e *verywhere in 
put A = G” (the set of inF.;aite sequences of corn& ‘ex numbers) and F(x,, x2) = 
(f(xl+Z.xz),f’(x,+i.rz),f”(x,+ix~),f”’(x,+ix,),...)then( ‘, F) is s &ally super- 
posable space. 
A simple example of a locally superposable space is shown in Fig. 2. 
4 
‘2 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
superposabie spaces Sl and S2 are similar (Sl - S2) if: 
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If F11 and F2 are obtained from two different holomorphic functio,lti 
s in the previous exam 
e set of values actually assumed by FS in 
For S1, S2, S3 locally superposable spaces it follows that 
(b) SB -S2+S2--Sl; 
(c) Sl - 52, S2 - S3 and 
nitioa. For n E 
(t, X) and U, =( I U a universe wiih D bounded speed of 
is a locally superposable space, 
(-I, X), is a bspu, we ca8 U a reversible universe. 
Examples of reversible universes are shown in Figs. 1,3 and 4. 
6. ~~~posi~~Q~ (see Fig. 1). If U = ( ) is a reversible universe, then 
t((t1, Xl),(t2, X2) 
It is obviou* that if 3i (i = 1,2) is the bicone of ‘+’ with vertices 
(ti f 7, Xi) and base the n-sphere of the hyperplane f = ti with center (ti, Xi) and 
radius CT and if the values of F coincide on every pair of points superposable by 
the translation from (tl, Xl) into (r2, X2) of the two n-spheres, then the values of 
F coincide on every pair of points of Bl and B2 superposable by the same translation. 
sition. Every reversible universe U is a locally superposable space S with 
‘=di” and As=A,_,. 
rcaof. It is sul%cient to notice (cf. Proposition 6 and emark 7) that from the central 
part of two “light-bicones”, it is possible to obtain two spheres. Cl 
o&ion. If U is a reversible universe, S is a locally superposable q-ace such 
that if DS=DU+l, AU =I As and S - C then S ii a reversible universe. 
Two reversible universes Ul, U2 are strongly similar ( Uli f U2) if’ 
(a) DUl=DU2=n, 
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COLLISIONS 
C8+C124 C13+ C4+ClO 
3 CS + C1O-W Cl4 + C8 + Cl5 
ca+c174 C18-e C4 l ccl 
C9+ClO-O Cl1 -W C12cC6 
Cl5 + C6 -e Cl6 9 L17 + Cl0 
3 
Fig. 3. Example of colored universe with dimension one: description of the universe bct\v?en the instants 
il and 12; C3, C4, C5, C6, SE, C9, CIO, C12, C15, Cl7 are stable fragments and C2, C7, Cll, C13, 
C14, C16, Cl8 are unstable fragments. 
11 reposition. If Ul and U2 are two reversible universes, then 
U1= U2=3 Ul - u2, 
(b) E/l - U2, A”, c Al,* or AUzt Au,+ Ul = U2, 
(c) Ul= U2, (3flE ; Ul,, = U2,,)*LI1= u2. 
rope&ion. If U is a rev.mible universe and r E , then there exists a reversible 
universe Ul such that Ul, = U,ti (obviously Lrl = U). 
~it~~~. .I law L is a set of strongly similar reversible universes. 
We will denote by AL the union of AU for U E L. 
If E is a set of reversible similar universes (AL = I J A,) then Ai = 
AL*L. is a IQW (each pair of elements ofAL belongs at kwrst to one 
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Fig. 4. Example of colored Jniverse with dimension two: description of the evolution of the universe 
between the instants tl and t2 and instantaneous descriptions of the universe at times 11, r2, r3, t4, tfi: 
C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 are stable fragments and C8 is an unstable fragment. 
15. ehtion. Given a locally superposabie space S = ( “, Fj if for every C E As 
and r every affine variety’ V contained in 
measurable set of v and As is countable (Card(A,) G K,), we cah j a culcxed space. 
efinition. A polyhedral region of a n dimensional linear space is an open set, 
whose border, if not empty, is the union of at most a denumerable infinity of 
polyhedral regions of affine srarieties’ actually contained in the space. A point in 
the space (or better the atomic set to which it belongs) is an affine variety with 
dimension zero and therefore is an open set and a polyhedral region of itself. 
More precisely, let V” be an a 
k = n, necessarily we have V” = 
n, k = dim V” = 0, 1,2,. . . , n. For 
V” is made of only one point, i.e. 
with its natural topology as affine 
We define “R =polyhedral region of Vkr’ (by inductian on k) in the foliowing 
way: if k = 0 the polyhedral regions of V0 are V0 and 0, if k = 1,2,3, . . . 7 n, R is 
a polyhedral region of Vk if: 
(1.1) R G Vk is an open set of V” (in the usual topology on V” ) 
(1.2) there exist Vklj, Vkl, Vkz, . . . , such that V”I is an a e variety actu 
contained in Rj = Vkl n (I? - R) is a polyhedral ion of V’l (i E 
&R=U,,, =(b for i#j. 
’ V is an afine variety (or afline subspace: the terminology is not uniftikmI W 
vx vx :AXl+(l-A)XZE v. 
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emark. The number of polyhedral regions Rj may be also finite (it is sufficient 
to set ki = 0 and Ri = f4 for all the others in ( 1.2)). 
xample 3. The segment I in ‘, defined by {X 1, X2 <Xl<l,X2=1) is not a 
polyhedra1 region of 2, because it is not an open set in . However I is a polyhedral 
region of the affine va.riety “X2 = 1” of ‘. An open cube of 3 is a polyhedral 
region whose border can be decomposed in 26 disjointed parts which are polyhedral 
regions of planes (the 6 faces), of straight lines (the 12 edges) and of themselves 
(the 8 vertices). Generally a polyhedra1 region is not a poiyhedron: it can have 
infinite faces, it can be unlimited, not connected or not sktply connected (see Fig. 
3. 
Fig. 5. Example of polyhedral region in R’. 
1 heorem (see Fig. 2). Given a colored space ( “, P), FpQrtirions * in level zones 
(maximal sets on which F is constant); each one of these zones is either discrete 
(P E Z* P B Z - {P)) or it is a polyhedral region of R” or it is the union of at most 
a denumerable infinity of polyhedral regions of mutualri, parallel (i.e. superposable) 
afine varieties with dimension k < n and it is not dense on any open set of any afine 
variety with dimension bigger than k.. 
aoof. See the Appendix. Cl 
and defi~itioms. In the following we will call colors the lements of A; 
if “red” denotes the elements of A we will write “X is red” or “X is colored 
red” instead of ‘ red”. We will also say that a certain set is red when all its 
elements are red. 
Given a colored space S = ), if C E AS we call 2, the part of 
by G (XEZ~~F(X)=C). 11 fragments the maximum connected parts of 
Z,. We denote by Q2( the fragment o which X belongs and V’, or V, the afline 
variety passing through X of which Ox is an >gen set. We say that C E A: (set of 
colors with dimension k) or dim(C) Ir, if kk has dimension k. If on, 
.y = IX> then C E At. If (red) E As then Z, is the r 
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20. osition. All the fragments are connected polyhedral regions of k dimensions 
for some k < n. The set offragments is at most denumerabie. 
2 ~3. Given a colored space S =( “, 6;), we call simple neig&borhood of 
X a sphere & with center X such that for each C’E As if Z,.n& #flax E Z,.. 
23. nitiors. If U = ( “+i, F) is a reversible universe, AU is countable and if for 
every C E AU and for every affine variety V contained in “+I the set (X: X E V 
and F(X) = C) is measurable, then we call U a colored universe. 
roposith. Every colored universe U is a colored space S with DS = D U + 1, 
FS = FU, As = AU. 
In view of this proposition, from now on, we use “fragment” also for denoting 
parts of space-time R”+‘. 
25. Definition. Given a colored universe U = ( “+I, F), and tOc f the intersection 
of the fragment @E “+I with the hyperplane t = tO, @A ({to} )=(tO}x E Z0, 
pty, we say that @ exists at the instant t0 and occupies the position 
). E is a fragment or the union of several fragments of UrO, all belonging 
to the same affine variety a/z (X 1, X2 E E + V x, = V,, = Vz). We call the fragments 
contained in hyperpianes orthogonal to the axis t (and their colors) unstable, the 
others stable (an unstable fragment exks only in one instant). See Figs. 3 and 4. 
26. Notation. We will always speak about the dimension of a color in space U,, 
not in U, seen as a space with dimension n + 1. If C E AU with “dim(C) = k” we 
do not mean “C E AL” but “C E A,+C E A&” and therefore C E A:’ if C is 
stable, C E Ak, if unstable. 
7. nition. If Vl and V2 are parallel affine varieties of * with dimension k < n, 
we call Mov[ Vl + V2] that minimum magnitude translation which superposes VI 
on V2, i.e. it is a vector of the space with dimension n - k orthogonal to Vi and V2. 
2 osition. Given a colored universe ZJ = ( 
color C E AU, if@ exists at the instants tl and t2 then 
vc =Mov[V;+ V:]/(t2-tl) 
epends only on C and is in 
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efinition. We call vC the (transversal) speed of C-colored fragments. The 
colored fragments with dimension DU do not have a transversal speed. 
2. Algorithmic laws 
efinition. Hf S = ( “, F) is a colored spat:: a every unit cube has a non-empty 
ction with at m t l-l fragments, we call the overcrowding limit and S a 
bounded/y crowded coiored space (bees). 
31. Proposition. If S is LJ bees each point has a simple neighborhood (but not, in 
general, tlice versa) and all the points with the same color have simple neighborhoods 
similar among themselves, one transferable into the other by translation of the centers 
and expansion oj‘ The radii. 
ropositirm. Given a bees S, if X is the center of the simple neighborhood Ex, 
thetr Qi, n & = V, (7 Zx. 
33. Definition. Given a bees S = (R’“, F) we call a fragment @ an adjacent of the 
point X ifi &n& =(@~@,)niX.~ or iff (@nZx)-@GGx. 
. Proposition. Given a bees S = (R”, F), X E R” and a-y = {X) then Cp is an adjacent 
of X if either 
(a) @ is a fine segment having X as an end point; or 
(b) @ has dimension k 2 2 and in V+ (rhe k-dimensional afine variety in which @ 
lies) X is an interior point of @ u {Xl. 
Note that at most one @ can be an adjacent under clause (b). 
More generally we have the following. 
3 If X has color C with dimension k < n and if @ wmth color C’ with 
dimension k’ is an adjacent of X then 
(1) k’> kaV,= V,; 
(2) k’~kt23~n~‘,~~~nV~_~,~; 
(3) k’= k + I+ V, breaks V, info two disconnected parts V,, and V,, such that 
V,, v V,, = V, - Vx and 
Zc.nlEx=@r,~,=ZZxnV,/,, or Z,,nZx=@nZx=Z;,nVzQ 
(X possesses unilateral adjacents with color C’); or 
&n.Z;, =&n(V,@u V2@)=Zxn Vti,-s,Y 
(X possesses bilateral adjacenls with color C’). 
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. If C has dimension n and X has cclor C then & is monochrome. 
37. Ition. Given a bees S = ( “, a;) we call the characteristic sphere of the color 
C (2,) the sphere obtained from a simple neig orhood of any point X of color 
C by translating the c,enter X into the origin of and by expanding or restricting 
the radius to the unit. 
3 osition. k’f every color belonging to As, n As2 has the same dimension for two 
bees Sl and S2 (DSl = DS2) and ifin the two spaces, fragments with the same color 
belong to parallel varieties and the points with the same color have adjacents with the 
same color, then Sl and S2 have for every C E As, n AS2 equal characteristic spheres 
and therefore are similar. 
reposition. Two bees S1 and S2 are similar ifl they have equal characteristic 
spheres for every C E AsI n AS2. 
efinition. If U is a n-dimensional colored universe and a n + I -dimensiona: 
bees space then we call U a boundedly crowded colored universe (bccu). We call 
.E; (C”,) the h c aracteristic semisphere of the color C made of the points of 2 
(characteristic n + I -dimensional sphere of U) with negative (positive) coordinate 
t. If C E AU is unstable and C’, C”E AU are stable we write 
This means that no other fragments, with a smaller dimension than dim(C) and 
non-null intersection with 2:. EJ5l.l belong to the border of ZcP [Z,-zz]. We call a 
collision relating to unstaJle color C the following triplet: the set of stable colors 
{c:, Cg, . . . , C:} such that C :+ C; the color C; the set of stable colors 
+C;,cz”,..., Cz} such that C + CJ’; and we will denote it with 
C~+C~~~~~~c~~c~c~-r-c~+-~~+c;:. 
xamples. C3 + C4+ C8+ C7+ C6 (Fig. 4); see Fig. 3. 
41. osition. The colors entering and also those leaving the collision are at least 
two (cji Definition 40 where 1 b 2 and h 2 2) and two distinct collisions do not have 
in common the unstable colors, nor the sets of entering colors, nor the sets of the exiting 
ones (otherwise the universe would not be reversible). 
tuition. If S=( ) is a bees and As is finite, we call S on&an space.’ 
3. ition. We call a Mondrian space S = < 
(I r iff C” has only one element: white (wj, 
(2) bounded iff ’ -Z,,. is bounded, 
(3) rational iff all the fragments with dimension 0 have all rarional coordinates. 
’ After the Dutch abstract painter Piet Mondrian. 
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We call a clear bounded rational Mondrian space an cilgorithmic space. 
ition. Let S = ( ) be an algorithmic space and let be a C colored 
imens:onal fragment. The ad@ne variety V, is represented by a system of (n - k) 
linear equations. Let &I, be the n - k x n matrix of the coeficients of the system. 
depends only on the color C of @ (i.e. it defines V, up to parallelism). 
For an algorithmic space S =( ), we define a finite table TS 
containing the set of colors of A s, with the exclusion of white, and moreover for 
each such C: 
(1) the dimension k of C, 
(2) the matrix A& if O< k < n, 
(3) the set of colors of the adjacents of the points of color C. 
Moreover if the adjacent is unilateral, we must clarify which of the two “sides” of 
the fragment with C color lies on the adjacent. This table defines S up to similarity; 
that is if two allgorithmic spaces Sl and S2 have the same tables TSl and TS2, Sl 
and S2 are similar {it is sufficient hat for every color belonging to Asi n As2 (1 ), (2) 
and (3) coincide in TSl and TS2). The table which lists the colors of S also defines 
the spaces similar to S with colors belonging to As. 
Let E be a set of similar spaces and AE = USEE As and AE a finite set. The table 
TE lists: 
(a) all the colors of AE 
(b) for each color C the information (l), (2) and (3) of Definition 45. 
46. Definition. A bccu U is an algorithmic universe if (i) AU is finite, (ii) for each 
stable color C E Au c> lvcl and (iii) for every rational t, U, is an algorithmic space 
(condition (ii) is not very serious because Au is finite and c is arbitrary). 
7 . . roposition. Every algorithmic universe U with DU = n is a clear and rational 
M’ondrian space with n + 1 dimensions. 
. If a bccu U with Au jinite is a clear Mondrian space with n + 1 
dimensions, if the fragments of every stable color have speed with rational components 
and if U, is an algorithmic space for some rational t, then U is an algorithmic universe. 
efinition. An (n-dimensional) algorithmic law L is a law whose elements are 
n-dimensional algorithmic universes admitting the same crowding limit HL. 
Moreover, AL is a finite set and for each stable color C belonging to AL, and 
different from white, lvcl must be less or equal than c. Finally, for each algorithmic 
universe U strongly similar to each element of L, if kYU < HL, U must belong to L. 
n the following we will assume that AL contains red (r) and black 
rcolors and green (g) an yellow (y) unstable ones, all with 0 dimension 
r and b have speed zero. 
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. Defi~~~~Q~. Given ar, algorithmic law L, we define I’L, fhe space of the phases 
uf L, in the following way: S E TL if there exist U E L and a rational number t such 
that U, = S. 
52. nition. Given an algorithmic universe U, we define a finite table TU which 
contains: 
(a) the table TE (cf. Definition 45) where E = (W,: TV ] and for each C E 
A” -{Iv}: 
(4) the transversal speed if C is stable 
(5) the collision “Ci + Ci+. * - + Cl+ C -+ Cl + C! + * * * + CL”, if C is unstable. 
roposition. When U = ( “+I, F) is a bccu with AU finite and for every rational 
t, U, is a rational and bounded Mondrian space, if 
F’( t, X) = 
F(t, X) if dim 
white if dim F( I, X) = n, 
then U’=( *+‘, F’) is an algorithmic universe. 
emark. Since n-dimensional fragments and their colors, do not enter into the 
specification of collisions, we can, without real loss of generality, always recolor a 
universe (coloring of white the n-dimensional fragments), which satisfies all the 
conditions for being algorithmic except (1) of Definition 43 (being clear) so as to 
turn it into an algorithmic universe. 
55. Proposition. If two algorithmic universes U 1 and U2 have the same table ( TU 1 = 
TU2) then iJl= I/2. If U1, = U2 and AU, = Acr, then TUl = TU2. If Wl = U2 and 
AU, # AU2 then for each C E A,,! n Au?, (l), (2), (3) (cJ Dejnition 45), (4) and (5) 
(c$ Dejinition 52) are the same. 
56. Definition. For an algorithmic law L we define a finite table TL which contains: 
(a) the table TE (cf. Definition 45) where 1% = (S: SE fL}; 
(b) for each C E AL the information (4) and (5) (cf. Definition 52); 
(c) the overcrowding limit HL. 
57. ~rQ~osition. If for two algorithmic laws Ll, L2, TL1 = TL2 then L1 = L.2. 
5 nition. If L is an algorithmic law we define JL in the following way: 
lJE$LeJUE L. 
59. o&ion. If L is an algorithmic law then the same holds for JL. TJ L can be 
obtained from TL changing the sign of the speeds and exchanging in every collision 
the set of the entering fragment with the set of those leaving. 
n. Let U’, U”E L and L be an algorithmic law, where for some t’ and 
I = § E rL. We will write L’ for the common value _ f ?I:,+, and k/F+, - 
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nition. Let k E N and “b, . . . b,” be its binary re ion (k =I:=, &21-i, 
), I= lkl= binary length of k). We can say algorithmic space 
“, F) represents k (S CT k) if for every X, > 0: 
red (r) ifX,=1,2, . . . . land&,=0 
F(Xr,O,O ,..., O)= black(b) ifXo=1,2 ,..., Iand &,=l 
white (w) otherwise. 
finition. Letfbe a function among natural numbers (J: X + Y, X c N, Y G N) 
L be a n-dimensional algorithmic law. We will say that L n-computes the 
function f (and therefore f is n-computable) if for every k E X, there is a rational 
number tk (computation time of f(k)) and there are two elements of TL, Sk, Sl: 
(initial and firral states of the computation) such that: 
(1) L’k(S,) = S’,; 
(2) L’(,c,) /I-k for t<O; 
(3) L’(&) cf( k) for t a tk ; 
(4) in Sk the origin R of R” is green; 
(5) in Sk the orig 
(6) the origin 0 o en in L’( S,) only for t = 0 and yellow only for t = fk ; 
(7) if C E A, and C # green, C is stable and has speed 0; 
(8) in every Sk the points of n are colored independently of k, excluding the 
points ((1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), (2,0,0,. . . , O), . . . , (fkJ, 0, 0, . . . , 0)) of the positive semi-axis 
X1 which codify the bits of k 
In Fig. 6 S,, and S,, are represented. 
efinition. If tx = TL( k) (k E X, Tr: X + +) we will say that L n-computesfwith 
speed TL. 
reposition. We have that If(k)! < 7’,_(k) - c+ jk}. 
efinition. If for every k E X in Sk, all the points, with the exclusion of the 
positive semi-axis X,, are blank (we will then denote Sk by $), we will say that L 
n-computes f “without computer”. 
&i&ion. If for every k E X, for every C E Asi and C # yellow, C is stable and 
has zero speed, we will say that L n-computes S with immobile$nal state. 
efinition. If L n-computes f “without computer” and with “immobile final 
state”, we will say that L n-computes f in a semi-normal way. 
If &’ and L,” ++compute both S (,J: X --> Y, X and Y s N) with speed 
TLa and T,,., and 
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Fig. 6. Examples of initial configurations. 
for every k E X and h 1, h2 positive constants, we will say that f.’ and L” have the 
same speed ( L’ = L”), 
69. Theorem. If an algorithmic law L n-computes f, then there is L’, an algorithmic 
Iaw, which n-computes f in a semi-normal way and with the same speed (L = L’ ). 
roof. Concerning the possibility of making an algorithmic law which n-computes 
.f without computer, because of the imposed crowding limit and because of the 
finiteness of the universe, the computer, if the computer exists, is made of a finite 
number of fragments (independent of the input k). Then if L computes f with the 
computer since the very beginning of the computation, it is easily proved that there 
is a law L” which makes the computer of L, fragment by fragment, in a time 
independent of input k and then everything proceeds as in 6.. 
If we want to obtain the “‘immobile final state” we can ” Q~~~~~~~g L’ 
in the following way: at the very beginning of the computat n expanding cubic 
surface is produced; at tbe same time the computations of L’ begin inside this 
surface which expands so fast that it does not disturb t 
if we at most modi& n the computation of L” finishes 
another cubic SW idly than the first o 
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all the fragments on its way to reach it. Then the two cubic surfaces fuse and the 
resulting surface contracts to the origin, leaving the immobile fragment unaltered; 
when it reaches the origin it turns yellow; that signals the very end of the computation. 
The times added are proportional to the time of the algorithm to “be simulated*‘. 0 
efiinition. If for every k E X in Sb, all the points which do not belong to the 
closed positive semi-axis Xl are white, we will say that L n-computes f cidi!y. 
71. efinition, If L n-computes f in a tidy an semi-normal way (cf. Definition 67), 
then we will say that L n-computes f in a normal way. 
sition. lf an algorithmic law L n-computes in a semi-normal way f (f: X + 
Y) in lime T and an algorithmic law L” n-computes g (g : Y + Z) in time T’ “without 
computer”, then there is an a~go~t~#~ic law L’“, which n-computes g 0 f (g 0 f: X + Z) 
in time T”= T-t T’. 
f. The proof is easy iF L computes f tidily because in such a case the computation 
of L” irhvolves the computation obtained appending to L that one of L’ (one needs 
to identify the color of the origin in the final state of L with that in the initial state 
of L’). If the computation is not tidy, but leaves, apart from f(k), some stationary 
fragments, we modify L’ as follows. When L’ commences, a cubic surface, which 
travels faster than any of the traveling colors of L’, is emitted from the origin; 
whenever this surface collides with a stationary fragment the fragment is given a 
centrifugal speed greater than that of the surface; it does not affect other fragments 
(in particular the data of L’). The computation of g taking place inside the cubic 
surface. This requires no addition of time. •1 
73. aition. The partial function f: X + Y in one variable is invertible if for 
XI,XZ~X,f(Xl)=f(X2)~Xi=X2.Insuchacasef-’:Y~Xexistssuchthat 
Xl E X+f-‘(f(X,)) = X,. Moreover, if Y, E Y=+f(f’( Y,)) = Y,, then f-’ too is 
invertible and (f’)-’ =J 
rQ~ositio~. Zf L n-computes f in a normal way, then f is invertible and J L n- 
tes f -’ (the yellow is exchanged with the green ). 
75. Theorem. For every n 2 1 the class of the computable functions with an n- 
dimensional a/gori&mic iaw coincides with the class of the recursive partial functions. 
(We give the proof in the case that n is greater than I. The case that n = 1 
s in the same way with some little modification.) 
First part: if a fumtion f is Turing computable then there exists an algorithmic 
law, which 2-computes f: As is well known, a Turing computable function f may 
bt: computed by a TM (Tttring machine) wit three symbols {#, 0, 1) in a stanl;ard 
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way. In the initial state the machine observes the first # on the left of the input 
written in binary and in the final state the machine observes the same cell and at 
its right the value of the function is always represented in binary and a]] the ce]]s 
at the initial and final states (with the exclusion of those cells containing the input 
and the output) contain #. We represent he computation of the TM with three 
symbols in the following way: the tape is a line whose points with integer coordinates 
are named 0,l ot # (which is the content of the cells); on such a line, a point (the 
machine) moves (at constant speed) towards left or right. Such a point when it is 
not colliding with a cell is defined by a state (belonging to a finite set). Among the 
states there are two particular ones: the initial and the final states. When the machine 
collides with a celi, the state of the machine and the content of the cell change 
depending on the old state and on the old content (all this may be described by a 
set of quadruples (old state, old symbol-new state, new symbol}). The new direction 
depends only on the new state. Therefore the machine may be represented by a 
finite set of quadruples (old state, old symbol -new state, new symbol) and by a 
bipartition of the set of the states, wirh the exclusion of the initial state and the 
final one. Such bipartition depends on the direction associated with each state. We 
consider, as initial configuration, the one in which the machine is leaving the initial 
state and as final configuration, the one in which it is assuming the final state. In 
the quadruples, the initial and the final state may only appear on the left and on 
the right, respectively. We call computation the transformation from the initial 
configuration into the final one. The differences between our definition of Turing 
machine and the classic one are 
(i) usually a TM is defined by 5-tuples and not by 4-tuples; 
(ii) three and not two movements (right, left, immobile) are normally allowed; 
(iii) usually the new stare does not determine the movement. 
However, such differences may easily be eliminated, withcut increasing the computa- 
tion time, sometimes even reducing it. 
One may think to simulate such a TM like this with a 2-dimensional algorithmic 
law. The tape is identified with the axis Xl and we can assume as the stable colors 
of AL: white, red, black, blue, C,,, , Cyz, . . . 9 C,,,, . The colors red, black, blue corre- 
spond to 0, 1, # and each color Cyi corresponds to the state qi. The space is white 
with exclusion of the points with integer coordinate of the axis Xl. Such points 
are colored red, black, blue and they represent the cells containing the symbols 0,1 
and #. Finally, there is an only Cqj-colored point on axis X1, which moves toward 
left or right and represents the machine in the state qi. The unstable colors correspond 
to the quadruples, that is to the interactions between the machine and the cehs. 
Every quadruple defines a collision in which the coihding colors are t 
and the old symbol and these leaving colors are the new state and the new symbol. 
The difficulties concerning this interpretation are only of two kinds: 
(a) Two or more quadruples may share the new state and the new 
in the corresponding collisions we have a contradiction wit 
d to t.be fragments getting out fro 
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fragments, whose cotor identifies the set of the entering fragments. A velocity 
orthogonal to the tape (parallel to axis X2) is assigned to these added fragments. 
(b) The blue zone is unbounded: this contradicts Definition 43(2). 
Definitions 61 and 62 it is said that in S and S’, representing the argument and the 
value of the function, the axis X1 is white, with exclusion of the origin and red 
and black colored points which codify k and f(k), respeciiveiy. The without 
computer computation must, therefore, begin with the generation of fragments which 
create blue points, to the left and on the right of the input.” On the left this is more 
easy. As soon as the first blue point on the right of the input has been created, one 
messenger point goes to the origin and its meaning is: “TFtf construction of blue 
points has begun to the left and to the right: start the Turing transitions”. The origin 
transforms itself into a machine-point in the initial state. the proper computation 
starts, while the generation of blue points, to the left and to the right, proceeds aa 
such a speed as tc make the machine-point work as if there were infinite blue points. 
When the computation of the function is over, at least a fragment is sent to the 
right, with appropriate speed, to search the generators of the blue points: the 
construction must bsa interrupted and the blue points eliminated (trom the right to 
the left) from the positive semi-axis X1. 
Second park If J is computable wrth a 3-dimensional ejgorithmic law then f is a 
partial recursive function. The evolution of the space with an algorithmic law is 
simulated by a Turing machine. Such a simulation is deductible from the second 
part of the proof of Theorem $1 (in which the Turing machine is described), by 
eliminating all the considerations on computation time (complexity). Cl 
76. Notatbn. For each (Iq h)E xN, we denote with Sk_,, the algorithmic space 
such that Card(A,,.,J = 10 and R” is white with exclusion of the origin colored by 
violet unstable and the points of positive semiaxis Xl with integer coordinates 
192 ,*.*, max(jk), )hl). These points have stable colors red/red, red/black, red/white, 
black/red, black/black, black/white, white/red, white/black, white/white where 
the “numerators” codify the lkl bits as in S, and the “denominators” the jhl bits 
as in S,. 
emma. Let f be a partial recursive function, then there exists an algorithmic 
law! L.7, which transforms the space Sk in the space Sk,.,,, , . 
roof. Let L., be an algorithmic law which n-computes in a semi-normal way$ Let 
L be an aigorithmic law which transforms each red (black) colored point in a 
red/reti (black/black) colored point. Let G be an algorithmic law which performs 
4 We leave it to the reader to work out the details of how this can be done. Let us give just a particular 
example. Given two points Pl and P2 at mutual distance d, one sees that for locating, on the line P1 P2, 
a third point P3, at distance d from P2 and on the right of it, it is possible to work in the following 
way: two points, Cl and C2, with different speeds vl and ~2, leave from Pl to P2; when such points 
arrive at P2, in different moments, they change their speed with each other (Cl assumes speed u2 and 
C2 assumes speed VII. Then, Cl and C2 go on until to the collision point P3. 
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a computation like that of Ji$. z still works on a space with “fractional” colors 
(cf. Notation 76): it works like JI$, but only on the “numerators” and it leaves the 
“denominators” unaltered. It will be necessary to introduce the colors C/red and 
C/black for each color C of 4,. 
Lp is the composition of L,, L and z_ 0 
. 77.2. Theorem. Every recursivepartial invertiblefunction is n-computable in the normal 
way. 
roof. If f is a recursive partial invertible function, f-’ is also a recursive partial 
invertible function and therefore there exist L, and Z_., -1. If we make the composition 
of L.7 with J,LF-1 (cf. Definition 71) with some device (we identify the “fractional 
inverse” colors), we obtain the result 
k+ L’ (k/f(k)}+(f(k)/k)xf(k). El 
eorem. lf an algorithmic law L n-computes the invertible function f (f : X + Y) 
with speed T and an algorithmic law L’ n-computes f -' (f -' : I'+ X) with speed T’, 
then there is an algorithmic law L* which n-computes in the normal wayf in time T” 
proportionul to Ti- T’ and more precise!y if L and L’ compute f and f -’ in the 
semi-normal way, then T* =2( T+ T’)+h(lk(+lf(k)j) where h is a positive constant. 
roof. See Theorem 77.2. q 
efinition. Let f be a total function (X = N) and the algorithmic law L n-compute 
f in time Tk for every k E N and let 
T,,‘h z lkl” +(kl+ 1 where h is a positive constant. (79.1) 
Then we say thatf”E MP!,“‘, 0~ A E .Obvio~slyn’~n,A’~AhJM?‘,‘!“~MP’,”’.We 
will denote MPY’ with MP,. 
The addend lkl (it seems more natural to write T,/h 6 lkl” + 1 in (79.1)) is 
important only for A d 1; it makes all the functions, computable in a time propor- 
tional to IkI or less to be contained in the class MP, (MP, = 
PO and therefore there seem to exist functio 
others to MP, - MP,, but such a distinction would have no absolute value. For 
example a function couici change class if the green origin were i 
right and not on the left of the datum or if the numbering or any o 
changed. 
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Example 4. The “square” of a natural number belongs to Mph*‘. The computation 
takes place in a way similar enough to the ordinary one: first the rhombic matrix 
of lkl’ bits (partial products) is generated, then the sum follows. Each of these 
operations can be executed in parallel fashion (in a time proportional to jkl). 
First operation : from the right edge of the datum a vertical descending line is 
formed. The lkl’ bits are generated by the intersection of lkl horizontal lines and 
lkl diagonals. The diagonal lines start from each of the bits of the datum and proceed 
towards SW and have different colors according to the bit of the datum. At the 
same time, from the bits of the datum lkl, mobile points start (they themselves of 
two possible colors); they move towards SE until they reach tne vertical descending 
line. From the lkl points of Intersection, Iki horizontal lines (of two possible colors) 
which move westward and which intersect the n diagona! lines, are generated. We 
interpret such intersection as 1 or 0, obviously depending on the color of the 
intersecting lines (there are three colors of 0). Under the parallelogram of the partial 
products, lkl - 1 lines of 0 bits, which will be used for the carried number, are also 
generated and underneath it a horizontal line destined to contain the result is 
generated. 
Second operation: the computation of the sums of the columns of the rhombic 
matrix is performed starting from up on the right and then towards the left with a 
slight time shifting: along the column, a mobile point goes down representing the 
partial sum mod 2 and that, as soon as a carrying number situation is created, sends 
to the first column on the left a point which descends through that column until it 
meets the first 0 and transforms it into 1. The point which represents the partial 
sum mod 2 (it changes color when meeting a l), when it intersects the horizontal 
line underneath, generates an immobile point whose color represents a hit of the 
result. After that, by undescribed ways, the result is carried to the correct position 
and substituted for the datum. 
efinition. We denote with MP the set of the polynomial Mondrian functions 
in three dimensions: MP = LJ, 3o MP, . 
heorem. MP coincides with the class of Turing polynomial computable functions 
(this also applies to dimensions di&rent from three). 
roof. First part: if a function f is Turing polynomial, then fE MP. The simulation 
described in the first part of the proof of Theorem 75, maintains the polynomial 
time. In fact: 
(a) to put the 4-tuples in place of the 5-tuples does not induce an augment of 
computation time, and such substitution eliminates the times of the machine’s 
immobility; 
(b) the start of the building of the blue points is proportional to lkl, because it 
needs to search the last right bit of the input; 
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(c) no added time is due to the building cf the next blue points, because it is 
executed at the same time of the computation of the simulated machine; 
(d) a time proportiona! :o the efFective computation is necessary to eliminate the 
blue points. 
Secondpart: iffE MP thenf is polynomial-computable by a TM M. But iffe MP 
then there is a Mondrian algorithm &,, which computes it “without computer” 
(Theorem 69) with speed TL where TL( k) s P(lkl) (P being an appropriate poly- 
nomial). Let us put U,,, = S(k) and let 0 = I$ < rt < tt < * * * < t&_, < fw,: = TL( k) be 
instants such that in L’(S(k)) there is at least a fragment of unstable color (such 
instants allow collisions, and are in a finite number because of the crowding 
limit). 0 
In order to prove the second part of the theorem we make use of the follow;,z2 
lemmas. 
81.1. Lemma. wk is bounded by a po!ytnomia! P’ in fkl: wli G P’(lkl). 
Proof. Let us cab 21 the smallest sphere of 3 such that S(k) is blank everywhere 
outside it and let .Z’ be the sphere concentric to the first with radius lk1/2 + cr ( f > 0). 
The space L’( S( k)) is blank outside 2’. Let U,(k) = L’(S( k)). Between the instants 
tk and T,(k), U(k) contains colored fragments only in the truncated cone having 
the sphere 2” of radius [ICI/~ as its smaller base, the sphere &(k, of radius 
)k)/2+ cTL( k) as its larger base and height f. The hypervolume of such a truncated 
cane of R4 is proportional to ([k//2+ cTL(k))’ - T,(k). As ol, is less than or equal 
to the number of unstable fragments and therefore to the number of all the fragments 
contained in the truncateu cone, it is at most proportional to the hypervolume of 
the truncated cone (see the crowding limit) arid therefore to (]k1/2+ 
cP(lkl))” - ~(IW. 0 
81.2. Lemma. Let N” be the number of fragments of the space L’( S( k)); it follows 
that Nk s f”‘(lkJ) ( h w ere P” is a suitable polynomial independent of i). 
Proof. The proof derives from that of Lemma 81.1. Cl 
We call E” the set of all the coordinates (rational numbers) of the points of 
occupied in L’(S(k)) by fragments of dimension 0. We assume that the z!ements 
of Ek are represented by fractions reduced to the least common denominator. We 
call LM”(i) the maximum iength of the elements of 15’ (sum of the binary lengths 
of the numerator and the denominator). 
Let SE fL and S= L’(S) where ? is the smallest 7 for which S = L’(S) contains 
at least one unstable fragment. For every SE II. if t ere is some r for wh;ch !-YS) 
contains at least one unstable fragm 
because the “inhabited” universe is 
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$1.3. Lemma. For every algorithmic law L there is u TM M which transforms an initial 
tape configuration [S] (codifying S = L’l( g( k)) E TL) into a final tape configuration 
[s] (codifying s = L’i+l( s( k)) E TL) in a time F and 7 is bcui::;‘ed by a polynomial P”’ 
in i[S]l, ‘if;= T(S) s P’“(l[S]j). 
proof. Every e!ement S E rL can be identified through the set of stable and unstable 
fragments of dimension 0 (of which we give the color and the coordinates of the 
points occupied in R3) whereas the color and the position of the fragments with 
dimension >O are drawn from those of dimension 0 from the table of the law. The 
coordinates (rational numbers) can be represented as fractions between integers 
reduced to the least common denominator. Thus the length of [S], that is ][S]], is 
of the order (four times) of Ni - LM, (where LM, is the maximum length of the 
rational coordinates of the fragments with dimension 0 of S and Ni is their number), 
i.e. ][S]] s 4 * Ni l LMi. 
To calculate IS], one must compute 7. After r one of the following collisions will 
happen: 
(a) a collision between two points; 
(b) a collision between a point and a segment; 
(c) a collision between a point and a flat polygon; 
(d) a collision between two oblique segments. 
Such collision produces a unstable O-dimensional fragment of g For each pair 
of fragments named in (a), (b), (c), (d) one must determine the collision-time T of 
the varieties, which contain the above fragments. 
The solution of a system determined both by the matrices MC- of the varieties, 
and by the speeds (which are in the law table) and by the initial positions of the 
points (deriving from [S]) must be calculated. A collision between two varieties 
does not necessarily mean a collision between the fragments belonging to the 
varieties; hence for each possibility, the effectiveness of the collision must be verified. 
For example, the case (c) (the worst case), when the flat polygon has s sides will 
require computing the sign of s expressions and s is at most proportional to Ni. 
The colliding fragments can be more numerous, but two are sufficient. The variety 
of a segment (cases (b) and (d)) may be determined by two points (the endpoints) 
between Ni ; the variety of a flat polygon, may be determined by three vertices (three 
points between Ni). The evaluation of every possible T involves the execution of a 
certain number of rational integer operations (sums, products, comparisons) between 
the numerators and the denominators of the coordinates. These operations are 
polynomial functions in the length of the arguments, which is less than or equal to 
I[S](. Among these times 7 the minimum must be determined. At this point it is 
necessary to find the new positions of the stable and unstable fragments in the space 
S= JC’~+~(S) = L’i+‘(&k)). The time of this second part of computation is at most 
of the order of time of the first one. During the interval of time ?, no collision takes 
place and all the fragments move transversally with a uniform rectilinear movement. 
Therefore the position of a punctual fragment P of S, if P is unstable and generated 
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by the collision of two oblique segments, is determined starting from the position 
of a quadruple of punctual fragments in S (case (d)). Otherwise P is generated by 
the posi*,ion of only one punctual fragment of S, in cases (a), (b), (c) or if it is stable. 
The punctual fragments of S which must be determined (position and color) are at 
most of the order of NY. Also in this case each determination involves a limited 
number of rational operations. The thesis is obviously proved taking into account 
that both Ni and LMi are less than j[S]j. q 
81.4. Lemma. LM’f+l s LM’* + y where the value of y is independent of i and k 
( therefore LM ‘1~ LMkn+ yP’((kl). 
Proof. The coordinates of the O-dimensional fragments of Si+’ are a linear combina- 
tion with rational coefficients of a small number of coordinates of O-dimensional 
fragments of Si. Such coefficients are rational functions both of elements of the 
matrices MC- and of the components of the speeds z+. Furthermore such coefficients 
are finite in number and can be determined by the law table (they only depend on 
the inclination in the space-time of the varieties containing the fragments). The new 
common denominator is less or equal to the product between the old common 
denominator and the common denominator of these coefficients. Cl 
81.5. Lemma. The computation time of the TM M in Lemma 81.3 is polynomial in 
IWiC&>ll d an is also bounded by a polynomial ;n 1 k( independent of i. 
PtuOf. In fact ][Si]l is of the order of ZViLMi and NiLMi is bounded by a polynomial 
in lkl (cf. Lemmas 81.2 and 81.4). Cl 
82. Remark. Similarly to Definition 61, it is possible, in an obvious way, to define 
the relation Scr k starting not necessarily from the binary representation of k, but 
from the representation in base 6, b = 3,4, . . . , (Sa( b)k). 
83. Proposition. For every 61,622 2 there is a Mondrian law of dimension three 
which “transforms” the space Sl, representing the number k in base 61 (Sl ~(61) k), 
into the space S2 representing the number k in base 62 (S2 u( 62) k) in time proportional 
to lkl. 
We apologize to the reader for not even being able to give a brief explanation of 
this very complicated law (essentially needing three dimensions to realize a sufficient 
parallelism in order to conform the time limitation). 
84. Remark. If we change the base of representation of the numbers which are the 
argument and the value of a function from binary to n-ary one (for any n > 2) by 
modifying in an obvious way Definition 62 (that is by utilizing distinct n colors 
instead of red and black) the classes M, A D (for every A > 0) do not undergo any 
alteration. 
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5. Definitioo. MPI = n,,, MP, ; MP, = n,,, MP, ; MP, = MP]: - MP, . 
$6. Proposition. For every f E MP there is one and only one real A sucrt that f E MP, . 
(Of course all MP, # 0 only for a numerable in$nity of A). 
87. Propo&ion. If in the definition of algorithmic law we renounce the reoerstbtlity, 
i.e. in Proposition 41 we renounce the diflerences of the sets of fragments leaving in 
distinct collisions, and if, we renounce h 3 2 (if we define a generalized law allowing 
two distinct collisions to generate the same fragments or to reduce 1 or h to t in some 
collision), then we may have the following statement: [f a fu.:ction is computable by 
such a “generalized” law, i; is also computable withi . the same time by an algorithmic 
law, provided that the “generalized” computation takes place inside a stratum offixed 
thickness, independent of the argument and contained by two parallel hyperplanes, and 
provided that at every instant all the points external to the stratum are blank. 
Prcbof. In these “irregular” collisions it is sufficient to add “invisible*’ colors to the 
set of colors of the generated fragments to save reversibility. Let the invisible 
fragments interfere with nothing! (i.e. if they are involved as entering in a collision 
everything proceeds as if they did not exist except that an invisible fragment of the 
same color or another invisible element which will be among the generated ones). 
To ail these invisible fragments is assigned an identical velocity orthogonal to the 
wails of the stratum of computation (outside they will have no collisions). The 
limited path necessary for leaving the stratum avoids the necessity of creating 
infinitely many invisible colors and the inconveniences related to the crowding limit. 
This would not be so if the computation involved a three or more dimensional 
expansion not boundable in a uniform way. Cl 
4. Automata 
Let us see now how the class of reversible automata can be characterized through 
the evolution of colored spaces. To clarify the notes we wil! refer to following 
definitions. 
. efinition. The set BA of ail possible states of a ceil is a finite set: BA = 
I, b,,}. X, = B$ is the set of all functions (plane state) which transform 
pairs of integers (ceils) (u, U> into elements of BA (i.e. they associate a state to every 
cell): XEX~, (u, v)EI?, (u, v)+.’ x,,_,E B, (x,,, is state of the ceil (u, v) of plane 
be a transformation from X, to X,, A E X,.x,,, x -A x’+-x, X’E X,. 
A is called a first-order cellular automaton if there exists TA E BABi so that 
6, = TA(x,, bl, xtr.c+l, x,,t,-t, xu+i.o, x1,-,,A (88.1) 
9. . The definition of a d-order cellular automaton, with d > 1 is similar 
to the previous one except for TA E ~~““‘+“+’ and xi,,,, (in (88.1)) which depends 
on all the x,,+~~,~~+~ with IhJ+(kl d d: XI,,,, = TA( . . . , x,,+~,,~,+~, . . . ). 
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90. nition. The cellular automaton A-’ is called the inverse of A if BA = 
(so X, = X,-l), and x E X,*A-‘( is reversible if it has an inverse 
91. nition. If and ‘ are cellular automata, such that BA.c BA(XA,c X,), 
x E X,+A(x) = A’(x), then -4’ is a restriciion of 
92. 
tran 
Zf A is J d-order cellular automaton, then A” (krh power of the 
) is a k&order automaton ( BAk = BA, X,h = X*). 
93. Proposition. Zf is a d-order automaton there is a jrst-order automaton ’ so 
that A is a restriction of (A’)“. 
94. Definition. We call quasi-algorithmic a law I, consisting of strongly similar 
colored n-dimensional universes, which are rational, clear, n + f -dimensional Mcn- 
drian spaces and which have the same crowding limit and all of where not white 
fragments are bounded. A quasi-algorithmic law is not generally algorithmic, because 
its spaces are not necessarily bounded, but it is easy to verify that what has been 
said about the tables (Definition 56) can be extended to it. 
95. Definition. Let 0, N, S, E, WEN, let AL be a set of 0. IV. S. E. W+N. S+ 
Em W+O+N+S+E+ W+l elements 
and AL = A^cj A ’ ti A-6 A’ ti AT i, A1 i, A’ cj A’ ir (w} (where ti is disjoint sum) 
and let Q=A+xATxA1xA’xA‘ and also 
A^ = {C,, C,, . . . , C,.,.,... wt: Central unstable colors, 
A”={C,5,C;,... , C$.s}: North-South unstable colors, 
A-={Cr,CT,..., cz w}: East-West unstable colors, 
A+={Cf,Cf,..., CT’,}: Central stable colors, 
Af={C;,C;,..., CL>: North stable colors, 
A’={C;,C;,..., Ci}: South stable colors, 
A’={C;‘,C;,..., Cg}: East stable colors, 
A’={C;,C;,..., CL}: West stable colors. 
We define a cellular law LC to be a quasi-algorithmic law such that: 
(a) ALC = AL; 
(W C E &C -{w}+dim(C)=O; 
(c) dim(w) = 2; 
(d) C E ALC =+ C is without non-white adjacents: 
(e) C E A*u A 5 u A”3C is unstable; 
(f) CE ,4+ uATuA”uA’uA’=+C is stable; 
(g) CEA+JV(C)=(O,O), CEA~~V(C)=(OJ), CEA~=+V(C)=(~,-~), CE 
A*+v(C)=(I,O), CEA++U(C~=(-1,O); 
(h) the set of collisions is given by N * S + E . elements of kind 1 and Q + PJ + 
S+E+ W of kind 2 where 
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(2) C++Cj+C~+C;+C'-,*C,2C~+C~,+C~.+C~+C~. where C,= 
H( CT, CT, Cl,, CT, CC,) = K( C:, Cy,, Ci., CT, C’-,*) and the functions N 
and K are biunivocal mappings between Q and A*: 
(k) UE LC, &I, =( (u, v)EAIif(u, U>E 
otherwise. 
efinition. We define TLC by 
TLCcTLC and SETLCa3kE 3UE LCS= u,. 
efinition. If S E ( ‘,F)EfLCweputSl=( J= L’(S)EfLC. Wealsoput 
= F(u, U), xi,*, - 
;;v)_l*x’ 
L(, v) for (u, V)E I’. Let x,x’: x,x’EAI”, (u, v)_“x,,,,., 
L,.L, be the restrictions of F and F, in I’; then we zall a Mondriun automaton 
(B.N= A) the transformation which turns x into x’ (x-*~ x’). 
ition. A Mondrian automaton A is a first-order cellular alrtomaton. in 
tfor every xE XIMA,x’= A(x) for (u, v) E I’: 
x:,., = GlA(xIl,c, xU.P+l, &,r-I 3 Xcr-l,r, &+,,c) 
= WK*-‘h,,), KT-‘h,.,.), KS-‘k,.A K--‘h,.A K’-‘(x,,.)) (98.1) 
whereK_‘(C,)=(K’-‘(C,), K’-‘(C,), K’-‘(C,), K’-“(CT,), K’-‘(C,))forCqE Q. 
Conversely a first-order cellular automaton A with BA = A with cardinality m is a 
Mondrian automaton (MA = A) if there are five finite sets A’, AT, A’, A’, A’ of 
cardinality, respectively G, IV, .C, l?: W with m = 0 - IV - S - E - W end two injective and 
surjective functions H and K both from B,, to Q = A’ x AT x A1 x A’ )< A’ such that 
TA = T&, is given by (98.1). 
roposition. A Mondrian automaton is a reversible automaton. 
roof. It is sufficient to observe that if LC is a cellular law, so is &LC. Cl 
. Theorem. A cellular automaton is reversible iflit is a Mondrian automaton or a 
restriction of an iterate of a Mondrictn automaton. If the orders of the cellular automaton 
and A-’ are respectively r and s then A is at most the restriction of 
(where is a suitable Mondrian automaton). 
One of the referees has pointed out to us that it is possible to prove that 
“4( r + s - 1)” is reducible to “2( r + s)“. 
Proof. (*): Trivial. 
(a): The complete proof will appear in a forthcoming paper. Here we prove the 
case r = s = 1 and only sketch the general case. We first give a proof in words due 
to one of the referees. The Mondrian automaton works in four phases: 
‘rst phase: The center (u, v) of each cell sends out messengers, carr 
X II. L of its four neighbors, and (u, U) assumes a color coding x,,,,.. 
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from neighboring cells, traveling in opposite directions, do not interfere with each 
other when they collide half way (we shall omit the statement for the subsequent 
phases). 
Second phase: The messengers carrying x t,+l.V etc. from its four neighbors collide 
with (u, v). It assumes a color which codes both its old state x,., and its new state 
xkll. It turns the messengers (carrying x,,, ,,L, etc.) round and sends them back to 
where they came from. Although xi,.,. needs to determine not uniquely the states 
x~+~,~, etc., the effect of this returning of messengers is to ensure that the collision 
is reversible. 
Thirdphase: When the returned messengers (each carrying x,,.~) collide with (u, U) 
it changes to a new color coding the pair (x,,.,,, xi,.,.) and emits messengers carrying 
its new state xl.,. 
Fourth phase: When the messengers carrying xi,+ ,.r, etc. collide at (u, u) it assumes 
a color which encodes just x,,,~~, and it returns the messengers (as in the second 
phase}. Because A has a inverse A-‘, xu.,. (which is being discarded) is uniquely 
determined by xi,,,, x:,+,,~, x&, x:,.~.+, , x:,+,._, and hence the collision we have just 
described is reversible. 
Conclusion: (u, u) receives messengers carrying x:,,,. and is ready to start again at 
the beginning of the first phase. Thus ’ effects precisely the same change in the 
state of the cells as does A. Note that A requires a great many colors. Each 
messenger corresponds to a traveling point whose color codes: (i) the appropriate 
phase; (ii) the direction of travel; (iii) the state which the messenger carries. And 
for each collision there will be an unstable color which specifies it completely (apart, 
of course from its coordinates U, u). 
Now we give a formal proof of the case r = s = 1. 
Let ]BJ = lBA-ll = m with Bi( t), t E Q and i E N, we denote a set of colors in one 
to one mapping by BA. We denote a generic element of Bi( t) by (I, al, a:, . . . , ai> 
where oI, CX~, . . _, (Y~E BA and moreover By(tl)n B:(r2)#0+il= i2 and ?l= t2. 
With BL, Bf,, Bi, Bi we denote four disjoint sets of colors each one in biunivocal 
mapping with BA. We denote a generic element of BL (Bi, Bi, Bi) with at 
(ai, a-, * cy’) where a E B,. By Bn , B’;; we denote two disjoined sets of colors, both 
in one to one mapping with BA. We denote a generic element of Bi (BY) by 
ct$ f ( (YP-) where a, p E BA . By AE we denote a set of E colors (E = 2mh - m’ - m) 
disjoined from the previous ones: AE = {C, , Cz, . . . , CE 1. 
We define now the cellular law IX’,, as in Definition 95, where 
A” = B, u B’,(2) u Bfa( 1) u B;(3) u AE, 
A5 =B.j, A-= B’I;, 
A ! = Bi(O.5) u Bi(3.5 j u B;( 1.5) u Bi(2.51, 
A’= BL, Al= Bf,, A’=B;, 
The collisions of type 1 are 
J+p$ap I *aT+pL, ix-+ e%mp-*a-~‘+p-; 
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the collisions of type 2 are 
(3.5, a)+aT+al+a~+a’JCY3(0.5, cK)+J+,3+U-+& 
(0.5, CY)fpT+Y*+S-+E-*O, Ly,p, ;, .-$ E) 
3(1.5, TA(cy, p, Y, 6, e))+P+ $+a++&‘, 
(1.5,a,~)+ruf+~~+a-+a’3(2,a,~)~(2.5,~,~)+~L+~T+~~+~~, 
(2.5, ;‘(a,P,Y,S,E))+pTt_Y?+S’+E‘3(3,cu,p,Y,S,E) 
3(3.5, a)+p~+yt+S++E~ 
for every (Y, /3, y, 6, E E BA. 
The collisions of type 2 listed above are 2m5+ wr’+ m; Therefore they are not the 
totality of 0. N. S. E. W = 2m5( 111+ 1) of type 2 as defined in Definition 95. Such 
totality is determined by the functions H and K which may be defined as such: 
H(CT, CT, c:, c;‘, CL) = c, 
if among the collisions listed above there is one such that 
c~-tc~+c~+c~+c-,~c~*... 
and 
H(C+,Cj,C~,C;,C;)=C+As, ~%I’<E 
if none of the collisions listed above admits as a colliding set {CT, C,‘, Cl,, C;’ , Ct,}. 
The index q’ is of course chosen so that H is a one to one mapping. K is defined 
similarly (by exchanging the colliding set with the leading one). The automaton 
is a restriction 0 
ssume that x --jA x’. If SE TLC,, and SE TLCil, let 
2, F,) and let F( u, v) = xUVU if (u, v) E ‘, F( u, v) = w otherwise, 
then F,( u, v) = XL,, if (u, v) E I’, F, (u, v) = w otherwise. 
(100.2) Let us illustrate the square with center ZJ, v and side 1 in the spaces 
LCY,(S) = s, LCfi4(S), Lc;y(s), . . . , LC;s,(S) = S’: 
0 Xv 
Xi.1 
1/4 XZ., (0.5, XU,“> XZ” 
& 
&?,,.+I -u,., 
1/2 xu-l.“xu.u (0.5, X”,“> ~~+l,vxu.L: 
Xi”-, XU,” 
A,,+, 
3/4 G,” (8.5, XV,,) G,” 
Xl.“_I 
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1 
514 
312 
714 
2 
g/4 
512 
11/4 
3 
13/4 
d&x4,” (2:;1y:;:,,, x:; x:,+l,” 
x’ 5 U,” xk,-, 
rl U.V+l 
XL,” C5:x&,J XL.0 
x’f - 1d.V 1 
(3, x:.,9 &.v+l, xkv-1, XL+,.*, XL.,> 
x::,+ 1 
CI,V (3.5, x:,,,> X 
I+ 
u+l,0 
X::,-, 
x’$ x’ u. L’ lt,U+l 
712 x:x!-,,, (3.5, XL,,> 
X’S “,U Xl,4 
XL!:” 
15/4 X I+ u.0 (3.5, xL,,> 
XL:” 
4 ,I ~u,v 
Therefore, if A(x) = x’, the state of the cell (u, u) of the plane &(X) for k=O, 
1,2,3,4 is as follows: 
0, XI&“, Xu,v+l, X”,“--I, &+I.“, xu-I,,) 
d.v+ 1 
t 
EU--l,V (1 A xu,, Xl,“> xi+:,,, 
dp 1 
* 
k=O: 
k=l: 
k=2: 
k=3: 
X “,U , 
09 xt,,, &,,“+I 9 &w-I, x”+l.“, xu--l&J, 
(2, %,” 9 d4.A 
(3, XL,“, x:,v+, x:.v-1, x:+,.v, xl-LJ, 
44,“. 
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Second case (r or s > 1). Should r and/or s be different from 1 (which is the 
common case) then (Proposition 93) Ai. and A: exist so that is a restriction of 
k)’ and A-’ of ( t)‘; if x +A x’+~-’ x let us put 
4 A: A: 
X- Y 
(1) 
--Y 
(2) A; -**-__* Y 
(r-l) A; - x’ 
and 
xP_ $1) A;_ zC) A: A\ A; ___, . . .__, #c-” A: -x, x=y (0) = $rb s ,X’+%p’. 
In this case we do not completely specify tke automaton .: is a restriction 
4(r+s-” but, as previously, we indicate the state of the cell (u, U} of the plane 
A”(x) for k=O, 1,2,3 ,..., 4(r+s--1): 
k=O 
1 
2 
3 
2i 
2i-t 1 
2(i+ 1) 
2r 
2(2r-i-2) 
(2(2r - i - 2), y!:‘b, yI:l., . . . , yc.t , y1::‘), XI.,) 
2(2r-i-2)+1 
(2(2r- i--2)+ l,y:llb, y!11,. -. , y!tl,u’,‘..t+,, 
Y!L 9 Y!%,,, Y5,“, d&J 
2(2r-i- 1) 
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2(2r+j) 
. 
. 
2(2r+2s-j-3) 
(2(2r+ 2s -j-3), zz:‘), . . . , zf:., zaps_, z!:b) 
2(2r+2s-j-3)+1 
_( ib (2(2r+2s -j-3)+ 1, z:iJli,, zI:l., ,, z$_,, z>:,,~, LU_,,I%, . . . , zf:,, zi::,, z:i::.) 
2(2r+2s-j-2) 
(2(2r+2s -j -2), zz:,, . . . , zi$, zi$, z!f~,) 
. 
2(2r+2s-3) 
(2(2r+2s-3), zi,‘.:!, z!$) = (2(2r + 2s - 3), 2:::. , x:, J 
2(2r+2s-3)+1 
(2(2r+2s-3)+1,x~,,,,,x~,,,,+I,xt,-I,x~+l.,,x~,-,.,.) 
4(r+s-1) 
The automaton can then be determined (i.e. the extension of 
constitutes MA and the functions 
from a celluiar law LC, (which i 
represeat a generic x E 
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A(x) and the “evolution” of the spoiice L&(S) (when t varies from 0 to 
4( r + s - 1) and t is not an integer) is analogous to the corresponding one of the 
space LC,,(S) for O-. = t s 4 described in (100.2). Cl 
5. Conclusions 
In the final analysis what relationship is there between the two assertions: 
(a) fe MPA ; 
(b) a real machine (or a concrete procedure) exists for the calculation for each 
input off in a time proportional to the Ath power of the input? 
We think that b+a. This view is based on the redsonabieness of the axioms 
underlying the mathematical construct that permits the definition of MP,. On the 
other hand, we do not claim that a j b. Even if fE MP,, this does not necessarily 
actually imply the existence of a machine able to compute the value off in the time 
required, but only the existence of an abstract procedure, the implementation of 
which is not precluded by: 
(i) the limit of the speed of propagation of information 
(ii) the microscopic reversibility (or, in macroscopic terms, the possibility of 
dispersing the heat produced) 
(iii) the unlimited compressibility of information, 
but which could nonetheless be impossible for other reasons that are valid in the 
world and real physics (e.g. it might conflict with the principle of the conservation 
of energy). In addition, Church’s thesis “every calculable function is recursive” 
appears more convincing than the converse if “calculable” is defined in strictly 
concrete terms. In our case, however, we believe that the first implication (b * a) 
is the most important one. We shall assume that someone has found an algorithm 
for the calculation off in a time proportional to the square of the length of the 
input and wishes to prove that it is impossible to do better or, in other words, that 
his procedure is the best of aii the implementable ones. To do this, he has to prove 
two things: 
(1) that his procedure can actually be implemented 
(2) that no algorithm faster than his can be implemented. 
As regards the first point, it would not be sufficient for our friend to prove that 
his algorithm can be represented as an algorithmic law computing the value off in 
the time required. For the reasons given above (and notwithstanding the fact that 
an algorithmic law gives an extremely detailed description of the procedure), this 
is not a proof that the procedure can be implemented. Our friend would have to 
build a machine that actually implements the procedure or at least should show 
that it is possible to do so in principle. If anyone objects that there would be 
difficulties when the length of the input exceeds certain limits, our friend could 
reply that the same objection applies to other types of algorithm commonly held 
to be concretely implementable (t t of “concrete calculability” is somewhat 
vague). Anyway our friend will be able to defend the concreteness of his particular 
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algorithm better than that of the whole class. As regards the second point, it is 
sufficient for him to prove mathematically that f@ MP2. By doing so he will prove 
that his mzthod is the fastest (unless there are multiplicative constants) among all 
implementable methods and faster than some among non-implementable ones. We 
do not see how our friend could solve this second problem without a mathematical 
definition of the class MP,. However, it is normally rather difficult to prove that a 
given function does not belong to one of these classes (even if they are defined 
mathematically). It would be a great advantage to be able to give more direct 
equivalent definitions of such classes, e.g. by an inductive definition (classes gener- 
ated by certain basic functions and closed with respect o the application of certain 
rules). 
Presently the only functions that can easily be shown not to belong to MP, are 
those that grow too fast. If the length of the value of the function grows faster than 
the A th power of the length of the argument, the function cannot belong to MP, 
(since the time available would not even suffice to write the result, see Proposition 
64). However, precisely this reasoning leads us to consider a limitation on the 
absoluteness of the given definitions rather than on their mathematical correctness. 
The class MPA is an insuperable bound for computing functions in a time 
proportional to the Ath power of the input !ength (the computation process must 
be performed for every input value; in fact is not reasonable to calculate the 
computation time of an algorithm that processes a function for a finite number of 
arguments, because we have defined the speed of computation up to multiplicative 
and additive arbitrary constants); that is true if computing means to obtain a string 
of digits, of little importance on what basis (see Proposition 83), but, if we accept 
a “box” of digits, arranged in a cubic matrix, as result, the situation changes. For 
example, the function j(x) = 2 lriV does not belong to MP, = MP, (it cannot be 
calculated in a time pmportional to the length of the input since the result is too 
long). By contrast, it would be possible to “calculate*’ the result in the required 
time in “box” form, a cube of zeroes with just one 1 in one vertex (for the input, 
the difference is not relevant: it is possible to change a string in a “box” and vice 
versa in a time proportional to [log, xj f 1). To make our concepts absolute from 
this point of view as well, it would be necessary to detine MP, as the class of 
functions that can be computed in a time that is at most proportional to the length 
of the Ath power of the argument and with values of length themselves at most 
proportional to this power. This leads to classes being the same. independent of 
whether the values of the functions (or of the arguments) are strings or boxes. If 
we only consider functions with small values, this distinction is, however, 
less. For example, we shall define P,, as the C!.,SS of predicates that are 
in a time at most proportional to the hth powe: ,)f the length of the arg 
te belongs to P,,( PI, Pi, P,) if it s cka’scteristic function 
Pi, MPF). In this way the class P of 
as A increases or decomposed i
ese classes is not subject to the di 
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To confirm the reasonableness of the axioms stated in Definitions (42), (43.2) 
and (43.3), it must be noted that if one abandons the axiom of finiteness of A or 
that of rationality or that of boundness of the universe, non-recursive function could 
also be calculated. 
The first case is the most evident. In fact it is possible to identify the value of the 
argument by means of the color of only one point (the calculation of the function 
could be constituted by the change of color of the mentioned point in a collision 
regulated by a “non-recursive” law). 
In the second case the situation is slightly more complex. Let us imagine that (Y 
(0~ (Y < 10) were a real number with decimal numeration: Q = Ao.A,A2A3 - - * = 
CT=‘=, AilO-’ (Ai =Oyl, 2, s s m ,9). Let us suppose also that f(k) = Ali with f being a 
non-recursive function. It would, however, be possible to calculate f using a com- 
puter constituted by a rectangle cy x I doing the operation indicated in Fig. 7 and 
then (if kf0) decreasing k by 1, erasing the unitary squares on the right and 
multiplying the horizontal dimension of the remaining rectangle on the left by 10. 
This is to be repeated until k results in zero (the number of squares that remain 
should indicate f(k)). 
K=39745602719273845021259032457 
Fig. 7. 
In the third case at the beginning of the computation the infinite computer will 
contain the entire table of the function to be calculated (even if non-recursive). The 
computation would simply imply the consultation of the table with the transportation 
of the result. 
Instead, if we renounce the axiom of the overcrowding limit (cf. Definition 30), 
it is probably not possible to calculate non-recursive functions. But we would obtain 
the equally paradoxical result that each recursive function could be calculated in a 
e bounded by a constant which is independent from the input. In fact it is 
possible to execute each effective computation (and so calculate each recursive 
function) with the use of a tag-system (semi-Thue system) (they are equivalent to 
Turing machines). The corresponding algorithm can be simulated in the following 
manner: the h symbols of the input word are represented by colored points all in 
line and non-equidistant, but having a coordinate: l/2,3/4,7/8,. . . , 1- l/2” (see 
Fig. 8). At each step of the computation the symbol to the left is cancelled and on 
the right new symbols are added (depending on the erased symbol) increasingly 
0 c3 c 8 
(h = 6: 
Fig. 8. 
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closer to each other. As the word becomes maller and smaller (geometrically even 
when h increases) the simulation becomes increasingly faster. It is possible to 
suppose that the nth step requires a time r/2”-’ (7 constant) so that the total time 
would be less than or equal to 27 independently on input. 
Concerning the space-time discretization (see the Introduction): the evolution of 
a Mondrian space can be simulated for a certain lapse of time by a cellular 
n-dimensional automaton (the state of a cell of the automaton codifies the color of 
a cube of the space with side I). At a certain moment (when certain collisions occur 
in certain points) this is no longer possible with this codification but the simulation 
may continue by changing the ratio of the simulation (now the cells of the automaton 
codify the color of a smaller cube, the side being a submultiple of I). The cellular 
automaton itself can take care of the transformation between the two codifications. 
After a certain time a further reduction of the dimensions of the simulated cube 
will be necessary. The efficiency of the simulation (the ratio between the time in 
the simulated universe and the number of the steps necessary to the automaton) 
will progressively decrease. Under a not too pessimistic hypothesis, the total number 
of the transitions of the automaton will depend exponentially on the time of 
computation. 
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A.1. Notation. Let F be a function defined on * (IS E N,, the set of values is not 
important) and let be (P, , P2 9 r> E 
P,=rP, e VVE n,lvl<r =3 F(P,+v)=F(P,+-v) 
(P, and P2 are centers of two open spheres of radius r superposable with a translation, _ 
that preserve the values of F). 
2. Notation. We ca F(P) the “color of P”. If C E , we call =G- (~0~~ of color 
) the whole zone of n of color C. The color C is dominant if p(Z(.) > 0 (p(Z(.) 
is the measure of Z,.). 
We recall the hypothesis of the theorem: let be a function from 
such that: 
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(H3) for each C E A and for each affine variety V”, “(~=LL.,~M’(PE V” 
and F(P) = C} is a asurable set of V” ; 
and the conclusion: partitions ” in zones such that for each C E results in: 
(T1) 2, is discrete (PE&-JP&& -(P}) or 
(T2) 2, is a polyhedral region of 
(T3) 2, is the union of a countable set of polyhedral regions of miitually parallel 
affine varieties V’ (i.e. superposable for translation) with dimension k < n. 
Proof. Preliminary definitions and propositions. 
We call tha set U G ‘I, r-uniform {r E +! if for each (P, , Pz> E 
results. U is uniform if it E-uniform for so e E > 0, i.e. if E c Z,. and 
h= 
( 
inf SUP F 
> 
E + u @I LJ w4 
(P,.P&E2 P,=FP2 
then E is uniform eA # 0. 
efinition. P E 2%” is inse:ted in U if it is a non-isolated element of the uniform 
set U (i.e. if PE U n U -{ P)); P is inserted if P is inserted in some U; P is 
well-inserted in U if, for every hyperplane V”-’ passing through P, P E U n ?_I - V”-’ 
results; P is well-inserted if P is well-inserted in some U. 
A.5 Remark. For (H 1) it is obvious that certain properties (topological, affine, etc.) 
of a point P are necessarily shared by all others points of ZF,,=,, . 
A.6 Proposition. If C, 0’ E A and r n Z,. # 0 then ZCl c z. 
roof. cf. Remark AS. Cl 
ropsition. If n = 1, “inserted” and “well-inserted” are equivalent. 
roof. V” -’ ={P}=vo. 0 
o&ion. Every monochrome subset of n, thar is non-denumerable [that 
has external measure positive] contains a !~n$orm subset that is non-denumerable [that 
has external measure posiSae]. 
roof. It can be decomposed into a denumerable infinity of uniform sets: l/2- 
uniform, l/3-uniform, l/$-uniform . . . , cf. (Hl). 
.io [i . if ZC- c Z,. and ZC,. is non-denumerabie [p (&) > 01, then 
Z, is also non-denumerable [p(Z(-) > O]. 
From every &-uniform set X of Z,. with an appropriate translation of 
magnitude <E we can obtain a subset V of Z,- , which is congruent to X, cf. 
osition 
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A.12 [IS]. osition. If if,- is countable [has measure null] the same holds for z. 
roof. cf. (N2) and Proposition A.10 [ 1 I]. Cl 
o&ion. If Z, is countable, it is discrete. 
roof. If it possessed a limit point of color C, F would be a perfect (dense on 
itself and closed) and denumerabie set, cf. Remark A.5 and Proposition A.12. 0 
.15. osition. If U is uniform and non-denumerable, then it possesses some inserted 
points in U. lf Z, is non-denumerable, every one of its elements is inserred. 
Proof. It is sufficient to find one by looking for it in one of its non-denumerable 
uniform subsets, cf. Proposition A.8 and then apply Remark AS. q 
A.16. Definition. G (G : ” + A) is y-periodic (micro-periodic) in 
E > 0 there exist n line y independent periods pl, p2, . . . , pn (G 
for PE R” and i = 1,2, . . . , n), such that ipi1 < E, for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Evidently the set 
of all periods IT, is dense in “) and so all the level zones of G (sums 
of periods are periods). 
A.17. Proposition. If I; is p-periodic then it is constant: n is monochrome. 
Proof. Preliminary propositions 
(a) Let be PE ZC and 2; the sphere with radius r and center P. p(Zc. n EL) is 
independent of P. Indeea 
(i) it is everywhere continuous with respect o P; 
(ii) foreach PE~~E.L(Z~~~~)=CL(Z~A~~); 
” be a measurable set. Let EL (the set of points of Lehesgue of E) 
be such that 14~E~~~~(P)=lim,,,~(En~‘)/lu.(~‘)=l. Then p(E-EL)= 
p(EL - E) = 0 (Theorem of Lebesgue). Moreover if p(E) > 0 then 
f Lebesgue). Z, # fl+pz,. = pz,.(P) = 1 for each P 
p( Z,) > 0 +(b’ pr( P) = 1 for PL point of Lebesgue of 
Z, j(a) pz( P) = I for each P E “). Therefore ZC,#@, Z,,#kk+Gl= C2 (pz,.,= 
P-%2 = 1 and Cl # C2 are incompatible). Cl 
If P is well-inserted, is p-periodic at least in rhe ~e~gbb~~bood f 
ore exactly, if $ is well-insert 
in the sphere 22’ with periods equal to 
of z’p’” nU. q 
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A.15 Po3pos;tioiL ij’ihe points of 2, are well-inserted, 2, is open. 
roof. Every point belongs to a monochrome neighborhood, by Propositions A.18 
and A.17 which also holds locally (in 22’). Cl 
ro~osi~~~. The points of a dominant color C are well-inserted. 
roof. Otherwise every uniform part U of Zc would have (everywhere) density 
and measure zero, cf. Proposition A.9. 0 
A.21. Propition. The following statements (l’), (2 ) and (3’) are equivalent: 
(1’) C is dominant (p(Zc) > 0); 
(2’) Z, is an open set; 
(3’) the points of color C are well-inserted, (cj Propositions 
And (4’), (5’) and (6’) are also equivalent: 
(4’) Z,. is discrete; 
(5’) Z,. is countable; 
(6’) the points of Z,= are not inserted, (c$ Propositions A.14 and A.15). 
A.22. Proposition. If r ,izonochrome segments with independent directions, i.e.no V”-’ 
contains them all, contain the point P E Z,-, then Zc is an open set. 
roof. If P is inserted in U,. U2,. . . , U,, extracted from the n segments, then it is 
well-inse:‘,ad in !Jy_z, Ui, cf. Prop;,sitions A.8, A.15, Remark A.5 and Proposition 
A.21. q 
mark. If V” c_ ” is also an affine variety, the restriction of F to V” still 
fulfills the hypotheses (Hl), (H2), (H3) (it is sufficient to replace I; with I;/ V” and 
n with Vk) (cf. (Hl), (H2), (H3)). We can relativize all the concepts cmp!oyed to 
V”. 
If PE Z,, V”’ and V”’ contain P, V” is the smallest afine variety 
containing both Vk’ and V”’ and Z, n V”’ is upen in Vki for i = 1,2, then Z, n Vh 
is open in V”. 
roof. h linearly independent segments contain P : h - ki (i = 1,2) on them in 
(V” - V”‘“-“) n Z, and k, + ka- h lie in Vk’ n V”* n Z,. ; now apply Proposition 
A.22 relatively to affine variety V”, cf. Proposition A.19_ n 
we say “dim(C) 2 k” if Vk n Z, is an open non-empty 
e say “dim(C) = k” if dim(C) > k and not dim(C) 2 k + 1 
there exists k = E Zc *dim(C) > 0, in fact 
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osition. For P E Z,- only one maximum afine variety of dimension dim(C), 
is passed that we call VP, such that V, A Z,. is open in V, (CY Proposition A.24 and 
De$nitioti A.25). III parricrdar dim(C) = n + V, = ” and dim(C)z()*V,,={P}, 
Z, is discrele. 
osition. If P, , P, E .&-, then V,, and VP2 are parallel a&e varieties. 
roof. cf. Remark A.5 Cl 
roposition. If the elements of Z,. are inserted, then dim(C) = k b 1, i.e. for 
PEZ~. V,= V;, kzl. 
Proof. Let P be inserted in U, if it is well-inserted: k = n, V, = ‘I, dim(C) = n; if 
it is not well-inserted in U then by Definition A.4 there exists a V”-’ such that P 
is also inserted in U n V”-‘a * , tfit is not even well-inserted in U n V”-‘, even relatively 
to vn-‘, then it is possible to drop ro a smaller dimension, but (cf. Proposition A.7) 
not below k=l. •I 
A.29. Proposition. if P E Z,, 1 d dim(C) = k s n - 1, there exists at the most a count 
able injinity of V” parallel to V, in which the color C is present ( V” n Z,. f 0). 
Proof. Let W;l;& be an affine variety, such that W”,-” A V, = {P}; let E c V, be 
countable and I? = V,; we consider all the affine varieties W’lek parallel to Wg-“, 
that pass through the several points of E; each W”-“ intersects a non-denumerable 
infinity of V, n Z,. ; furthermore, since E is dense, the varieties W”-” altogether 
intersect each open set of each V”; then all the non-empty sets VpnZc are 
intersected with a countable infinity of varieties W”-“ and moreover each W’Ipk 
has a countable infinity of intersections. q 
. Proposition. Card{ V, 1 P E 
roof. cf. Proposition A.29 and (H2). Cl 
A.31. Conclusions. (a) dim(C) = O+ Tl; 
(b) dim(C) = na T2; 
(c) dim(C) = 1,2,. . . , n - 13 T3. 
roof. (a) cf. Proposition A.26; 
(b) cf. Proposition A.26 (Z<. is an open set), cf. Proposition A.30 (by e~~~erabi~~ty 
of Vki and I?,,); cf. Proposition A.6 ( Rpi = Vkl n Zc.); cf. Remark A.23 ( V” = V”l) 
and by induction on n to prove that & is a polyhedral region of V”l; 
(c) cf. Ptoposition A.27 (by the paralleli 
V”); cf. Remark A.23 and by i 
al regions of V”. 
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